LECTIO MAGISTRALIS

Prof. Robert W. Grubbström

On the True Value of Resource Consumption when Using Energy in Industrial and other Processes

Wednesday, May 14th 2014
09.30 AM
Sala Blu - Palazzo S.Domenico
Piazza Guarrazzi - Benevento

Programme:
- Registration participants
- Opening of the meeting, Prof. Matteo Mario Savino, Professor of Industrial Plant and Production Systems, Department of Engineering, University of Sannio
- Greetings from Rector of the University of Sannio, Prof. Filippo De Rossi
- Welcome from the President of UNING Mr. Umberto Masotti
- The topic of “Resource Consumption for Energy Engineering”, Mr. Giovanni Di Muccio, preparing for a Degree in Energy Engineering
- The “Second Law Analysis” in the formation of an Energy Engineer, Prof. Maurizio Sasso, Professor of Energetics, Department of Engineering, University of Sannio
- Lectio Magistralis of Prof. Robert W. Grubbström, Professor Emeritus of Production Economics at Linköping Institute of Technology, Sweden
- Question Time and Conclusion

Chairing: Matteo Mario Savino
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